1. Here world very evil,
   Time true becoming late;
   Be-careful and watch,
   Judge stands before your gate;
   Judge that comes with mercy,
   Judge that comes with power
   For stop all evil
   For crown all right.

2. Arise-stand, good Christ-believer,
   Let right each wrong follow;
   Let sorrow about YOUR sin
   To heavenly joy now lead;
   To light that never becomes dark,
   And needs not moon and sun,
   That light new and golden
   Shines from God HIS only Son.

3. Try, now, for get that glory;
   Work, now, for receive that light;
   Let hope and faith now receive that
   Until hope and faith become seeing.
   Rejoice, all people poor in spirit,
   Lord HIMSELF shall us embrace;
   HIS only, HIS forever,
   We belong when we believe. Amen
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